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27th September 2020

A submission

For the Inquiry into Environmental
Infrastructure for Growing Populations
with reference to Albert Park Lake
CORE MESSAGE
The sailing community has considered the current planning for the future of Albert
Park and through APYC makes this submission. The objective is to improve the long‐
term recreational sailing experience on Albert Park Lake and at the same time improve
the ecological sustainability and community benefit that the Lake should offer to
Melbourne.
KEY INFORMATION
Three key sustainability factors for improving the recreational sailing experience of Albert
Park Lake include: Water, Weed (Vegetation) and Wind. Our recommendations are as follows.
WATER
Increase the maximum depth from the currently inadequate 1.2 metres by completing the
renovations to the lake wall which can add approximately 150mm to the depth.
In addition, it is critical to explore options for a sustainable source of water to avoid the
regular threat of insufficient water for recreation and to avoid unnecessary ecological
issues. A full lake is a healthy lake and should be a requirement for such an icon in the
centre of Melbourne.
There is a direct relationship between water depth and vegetation management. A
deeper Lake will reduce vegetation growth. Vegetation and water depth affect other
recreational activities on the Lake including rowing and kayaking.
WEED (Vegetation)
Minimise the detrimental impact that excessive vegetation growth has on a quality sailing
experience. (Excessive vegetation growth has historically and continues to be detrimental
to sailing on The Lake).
WIND
Avoid any further negative impact on wind quality across the Lake; that is, minimise wind
shadows that reduce viable sailing areas of the Lake.
Progressive increases in buildings and treed vegetation has had a detrimental impact on
the winds that prevail across the Lake, and although it is recognised that tree plantings
are important for the park, strategic planting can be done for the benefit of all lake and
park users through a proper consultative process.
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The treed vegetation on Gunn Island is out of control and has not been managed or
considered for many years. The result is that it has gone from a low vegetation level to an
out of control high level of vegetation which is both unattractive and harmful for lake
recreation.

As per the Albert Park Master Plan Issues and Opportunities Paper, “Albert Park should seek
to become a showcase for sustainability by exploring the implementation of more sustainable
design options…”
The Albert Park Master plan makes no mention of the lake and fails to recognise that
sustainable management is imperative for the aspirations of long‐term lake users as well as
the general public. Note that sailing was of the earliest recreational activities that helped
establish Albert Park. APYC commenced activities on the Lake in 1871 and next year will be
celebrating its 150th year of sailing on Albert Park Lake.
There is an opportunity available now to create “a showcase for sustainability” and improve
the recreational values of the Lake.
The Sailing Community is progressing plans for a Sailing Precinct which will attract local
residents, local schools and sporting enthusiasts to the lake and it is even noticeable now that
this has increased activity on and off the lake and will increase further in future years. The
need for a sustainable water source and management plan has never been more important.
The sailing community supports the concept of the Lake as a storm water reservoir for
potential reuse in the local open spaces, on the basis that the water quality (i.e. depth and
aquatic vegetation growth) are proactively managed in a more sustainable way

RECOMMENDATION
A process needs to be established to engage with the Lake’s recreational users and
coordinate a response in line with the Albert Park Master Plan, so that it:
1. Deepens Albert Park Lake by the completion of the renovation to the lake wall and the
adjustment to the overflow level at the southern end.
2. Restores Gunn Island to its previous state with low level vegetation which can be easily
managed and controlled.
3. Upgrades the current Pollution Control / Sediment Ponds to be more effective and
manageable and reduce the risk of ongoing sedimentation in the Lake that is currently
not being managed.
4. Upgrades the current storm water‐harvesting infrastructure to be more effective and
efficient at capturing local catchment run‐off.
5. Investigates other water initiatives including evaporation control, vegetation control
and most importantly other sources of water supply to achieve an all year‐round full
lake.
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Considering the importance of Albert Park Lake near the centre of Melbourne, and the fast‐
growing number of visitors to the lake, the above suggestion should not be considered as
optional improvements but necessary maintenance.
The lake has been described as the “Jewell in the Crown” in Albert Park and yet is continues
to be ignored. The time has come to bring the lake up to the standard expected in order for
the lake stakeholders to be confident in providing the resources and programmes to make
Albert Park Lake the centre piece of the park.

I look forward to your response,
Kind regards,

Peter Naismith
Past Commodore and Life Member

